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Appendix B: CUDA Storage and Padding for Optimization

This Appendix gives the code snippet for the kernel function that combines the strategies and steps related to use of shared memory and registers as discussed in Section 3.2.6 of the paper.

```c
# define DATA_IN_BLOCK 32
# define DENSITIES_IN BLOCK 16
__global__ void mvNormalPDF(
    REAL* inData, /* Data-vector; padded */
    REAL* inDensityInfo, /* Density info; already padded */
    REAL* outPDF, /* Resultant PDF */
    int p, int n, int k, int DATA_PADDED_DIM, int PACK_DIM) {
    const int thidx = threadIdx.x;
    const int thidy = threadIdx.y;
    const int dataBlockIndex = blockIdx.x * DATA_IN_BLOCK;
    const int datumIndex = dataBlockIndex + thidx;
    const int densityBlockIndex = blockIdx.y * DENSITIES_IN_BLOCK;
    const int densityIndex = densityBlockIndex + thidy;
    const int pdfIndex = datumIndex * kJ + densityIndex;
    extern __shared__ REAL sData[];
    REAL* densityInfo = sData;
    const int data_offset = DENSITIES_IN_BLOCK * PACK_DIM;
    REAL* data = &sData[data_offset];
    if (thidy < p) {
        data[thidx*p+thidy] = inData[DATA_PADDED_DIM*datumIndex+thidy];
    }
    // Read in density info by chunks
    for (int chunk = 0; chunk < PACK_DIM; chunk += DATA_IN_BLOCK) {
        if (chunk + thidx < PACK_DIM) {
            densityInfo[thidy*PACK_DIM + chunk + thidx] =
            inDensityInfo[PACK_DIM * densityIndex + chunk + thidx];
        }
    }
    __syncthreads();
    REAL* tData = data + thidx*p;
    REAL* tDensityInfo = densityInfo + thidy*PACK_DIM;
    REAL d = mvnpdf(tData, tDensityInfo);
    outPDF[ pdfIndex ] = d;
}
```

The device function `mvnpdf` simply evaluates one density. This code allows 512 threads in one thread block, each evaluating one density and writing results to the device global memory in parallel. The initial lines allow threads to identify themselves through thread ids and block ids, and locate the global position of data and densities to be processed. As many threads as are needed then read data into the shared memory “sData”; this is followed by reading all density values into shared memory “densityInfo”. Padded dimensions and reading densities by chunking allows coalesced memory transactions. A thread synchronization function call is followed to make sure all data are read into the shared memory before evaluations.
Appendix C: GPU Parallel Reduction for BEM

This Appendix gives the code snippet for the kernel function for element-wise computation of the $S_j$ as discussed in Section 3.2.10 of the paper.

Algorithm 5B GPU Parallel Reduction

This kernel launches 512 threads that read from $X$ in a coalesced fashion to maximize memory throughput. After each thread has read and summed its portion of the data, the partial sums can be quickly summed from shared memory, and this is very fast.